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Let p be an odd prime and let q be a unit of the ring of integers of the 
p”th cyclotomic field. If q is congruent to a rational integer modulo a power of p 
depending on the p-adic L-functions attached to this field, then 7 is a pth power. 
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Let p be an odd prime and let q be a unit of Z[[,]. Kummer’s Lemma 
states that if p is regular and in is congruent to a rational integer modulo 
p, then r] is a pth power in a([,). In [3], which was based on work 
of P. D&es, the assumption of the regularity of p was removed and the 
following result was obtained: Let M= maxi u,(L,(l, o’)), where o is 
the Teichmiiller character, L,(s, 0’) denotes the p-adic L-function, up is 
the p-adic valuation normalized by o,(p) = 1, and i = 2,4, . . . . p - 3. If q is 
congruent to a rational integer modulo p”+ ‘, then q is a pth power in 
O(<,). Since M = 0 when p is regular, this reduces to Kummer’s Lemma for 
such p. 
In the present paper, we give a version of Kummer’s Lemma for the 
prime power cyclotomic fields Q([,.). There are several inherent difficulties, 
mostly arising from the facts that the idempotents of the group ring of 
the Galois group have powers of p in the denominator and that the one- 
dimensional characters do not always take values in Z,. 
As a first observation, we note that the rational integer appearing in the 
statement of Kummer’s Lemma for Q(c,) can be assumed to be 1, since we 
can replace q with r,+- ‘. This works even for the generalization of 
Kummer’s Lemma mentioned above (see the proof of the Corollary below). 
However, it does not work as well for Q(c,), so we are forced to assume 
initially that this integer is already 1, then obtain a weaker result in the 
general case. It follows easily from the non-vanishing of the p-adic 
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regulator (see below) that if ‘1 is congruent to 1 modulo a sufficiently high 
power of p, then it must be a pth power. However, this yields a rather 
crude estimate. Instead, we prove the following, which is more in the spirit 
of the above results for the case n = 1. Let rr,, = i,,. - 1, which generates the 
prime of Z[‘,n] above p, and let u,~ be the rr,,-adic valuation normalized 
by uJn,) = 1. For obvious reasons, we always exclude the case p” = 3. 
THEOREM. Let M= max, u,,(z(x~‘) Lp( 1, x)), where x runs through the 
even nontrivial Dirichlet characters of conductor dividing p”. Here r(x) is a 
Gauss sum and L,(s, 1) is the p-adic L-function. Zf g is a unit of iZ[[rn] such 
that n E 1 (mod p”n,M-’ ), then r] is a pth power in Z[[,.]. 
The plan of the proof, as in [4], is to use the p-adic L-functions to con- 
struct a subgroup of finite index in the full group of units of Z[[,*]. In the 
case of regular p, such a subgroup was constructed by S. Galovich [ 11. 
For other work on the structure of units of Z[cPn], see the recent paper of 
F. Kurihara [23. 
Let log, be the p-adic logarithm. Since log,( 1 +x)=x (mod x2) for 
%“(X) ’ P” - l (see [4, Lemma 5.5]), we obtain the following useful fact: If 
q = 1 + bni (mod z’,’ ‘) with c > p”- ’ and p j b, then c = v,“(log,(q)). Since 
q can be written as a root of unity times a real unit and log, vanishes on 
roots of 1, it follows that log,(q) E Q,([,. + <;‘); hence c must be even. 
Suppose x has conductor p”. Since r(x) r(~-‘) = p”, either u,,(t(~)) > 
$nd(p”) or u,,(t(X~‘))3~n&p”). Also, L,(l, x)EZ~[~~~] if x is not of the 
second kind (see [4, p. 1411). It follows that A42 in&p”), except in the 
case p = 3, since all even characters mod 3” are of the second kind. For 
p= 3, use the fact ,that u,JL,,(l, x))= -1 (see [4, Ex. 7.73) to get M>, 
i n&p”) - 1. In particular, we always have M - 1~ pI1- ’ (except for the 
case p” = 5, which can easily be treated separately), which is what we need 
for some of the estimates below. 
The following lemma is the key to the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let k> M- 1 + (n - 1) d(p”) be even. The following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a unit n of Z[[,“] such that n - 1 (mod z:), but n f 1 
(mod ~1: + I). 
(2) There exists c( E Z,[[,“] with Tr(or) =0 (Tr denotes the truce 
to Q,) and u,~(cL) = k. 
Proof. Assume (1) holds and let c1= log,(q). Then Tr(cr) = 
log,(Norm(q)) = log,(l) =O. Since k> pn-‘, we have u,“(a) = k by the 
above remark. Therefore (2) holds. 
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Conversely, assume (2) is true. Let (i, p) = 1 and define 
ui= 1 XCi) 
Cj X(j) aj(a) 
x+1 IEj .X(j) l”gptl - l$)’ 
where the outer sum is over non-trivial even Dirichlet characters of 
conductor dividing p”, the inner sums are for 1 < j< p”, (j, p) = 1, and aj 
denotes the automorphism sending [,,” to [i.. 
First note that if x has conductor p” with m d n, then 
1 x(j) lo&( 1 - r;, 
p-1 p-m- 1 
= C x(a) 1 log,(l-i$i&) (letj=u+p”b) 
b=O 
Therefore ai is well-defined. 
Now let a = ar E Gal(Q,([P))/Q,). Then 
a: = c f(i) Cj x”(j) a,j(a) 
Cj x"(j) lOi$l- i$) 
= C x"(i) 
xi, f(j’) a,,(a) x”(c-‘) 
Cjc f(j’) log,( 1 - i$) x”(c-‘) 
=I x"(i) 
Cj' x"W) aj,(a) 
xi, f( j’) log,( 1 - CL.) = ui’ 
since x0 runs through the same set of characters as x. Therefore ui E Q,. 
We have 
1 uilogp(l -C$) 
C&p)= 1 
l<i<p” 
=TTxCi) 
Cj x(j) aj(a) 
cj x(j) log,( 1 - (in) logp(l - ig) 
= F T  X(j) a,(m) = C C x(j) aj(a). 
i x 
Since 
if jf +l (mod p”), 
if j= +l (mod p”), 
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the sum over x#l is -1 ifjf +l and i&p”)- 1 ifjr +l. The above 
therefore becomes 
since Tr( x) = 0. 
Recall that k is even. Let a E arc: (mod rrf; + i ) with a $0 (mod p), a E Z. 
Then 
a.-l(CI)=a(i;‘-l)k 
az(-~,n)--k(~p”- l)k 
= c;ka(mod rc5; + ‘). 
Therefore a,(~) + a-i(~) = (1 + i;“)a = 2cr (mod rci+‘). It follows that 
C a, log,(l -[i.)=&p”)a (mod&p”) xi”). 
Let Ai = a,/&“). Then 
~Ailog,(l-~;.)=. (mod z: + ’ ), 
Since xi x(i) = 0 if x # 1, it follows that xi A,= 0. Therefore 
When k B A4 + (n - 1) #(p”), we clearly have A i E Z, for all i. However, if 
n > 1 then it is easy to see that c, x(j) ai ~0 (mod moor), which allows 
us to take k > M - 1 + (n - 1) 4(p”). If n = 1 then A4 is even. Since k is 
assumed to be even, the conditions k 2 A4 and k > A4 - 1 are equivalent. 
Therefore the assumption k 3 A4 - 1 + (n - 1) &p”) suffices to yield 
AiEZp. 
Choose Bi E Z with Bi = Ai modulo a large power of p. Then 
Let 
‘1 = n 2 
( > 
B’, 
d 
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which is a unit of Z[<,.]. Then log,(q)=b satisfies u,,(/?)=k. Since 
log,(q) = log, exp,( /?), we have q = (root of 1) exp,( 8). (Since k > p”- ‘, all 
the relevant series converge.) Multiply q by a root of unity if necessary to 
obtain n = exp,( /?). But 
exp,(/I)= 1 +a+;+ ... El+/? (mod 7~: + ’ ), 
so q has the desired form. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Remark. The choice of the ai may seem unmotivated, but all that is 
happening is the following. We want to find integers B, such that I= 
1 B, log,(l -ii.) E 0 (mod nz), but f 0 (mod rr;“). In order to ensure 
that Bi E Q, instead of CP([,), we also require that C Bi log,( 1 - cFn) = /I(i), 
where fi(j’ is the jth conjugate of 8. The matrix [log,( 1 - c$,)], 1 < i, j< 
p”, (ij, p) = 1, has rank 4 $(p”) - 1, the relations being that the sum of the 
rows is 0 and that log,( 1 - [$) = log,( 1 - <pV). The matrix is a circulant 
matrix, which is easy to diagonalize. The eigenvalues are 0 and 
c, x(j) log,(l -CL.), where x runs through the non-trivial even Dirichlet 
characters mod p”. The equations are easily solved to obtain the values a, 
and B, used above. 
The problem now is to determine for which values of k there is an 
element CI as in Lemma 1. Since we can always multiply a by a power 
of p, it is clear that such k can be described by congruences mod d(p”). 
LEMMA 2. Let k E H. There exists a E Q,([,) such that Tr(a) = 0 and 
u,“(a) = k if and only if k f p” ~ ’ - 1 (mod d(p”)). 
ProoJ: Let (rcr) be the different ideal for the extension Q,(<,.)/Q,. 
Since the norm of the different is the discriminant, we have N = np” - 
(n+ 1) p”-’ (see [4, Prop. 2.11). Note that NE -p”-’ (mod #(p”)). We 
claim that Tr(rc;“-I) $ Z’,. From the definition of the different, 
Tr(rr; N+j)EHp for all j30. Let 
a=a,+a171,+a,7c~+ .,., UjE (0, 1, . ..) p-l}, 
be an arbitrary element of ?I,[[,.]. Then 
Tr(rc; “-la)=Tr(niN-’ )a,,+Tr(~;~)a,+ . . . . 
All the terms except the first are in H,. By the definition of the different, 
Tr(n;N-l) cannot be in Z,. 
Suppose now that a is as in the statement of the lemma. Write 
a=a,ztf:+ . . . . P/a,, 
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SO 
O=Tr(a)=u, Tr(rcL)+uk+, Tr(-lrt +I) + . . . . 
Suppose that k = -(N+ 1) (mod &p”)). Multiplying a by a suitable power 
of p, we may assume that k = -N - 1. Since all the terms except the first 
are in Z,, we must have Tr(n; N ’ ) E Z,. contradiction. Therefore, 
kg -N- 1 (mod #(p”)). 
Conversely, let k f -N - 1 (mod +(p”)) and suppose there does not 
exist the desired ~1. We may assume 0 d k < &p”). Then Tr(rriZ,) is a non- 
zero Z,-submodule of Z,, hence equals pAZ, for some A. Similarly, 
Tr($H,) = pEZ, for some B, where j = p” ~ ’ - 1, since j = -N - 1 
(mod d(p”)). Suppose A > B. Then Tr(pA ~ %iZ,) = Tr(rctZ,), so there 
exists y E Zp” such that 6 = pA-%j,y - 7rt satisfies Tr(6) = 0. Since k $j 
(mod &p”)), the p-adic valuation of 6 equals either that of PAP%; or that 
of rrt. Since such a 6 is known not to exist for j and was assumed not to 
exist for k, we have a contradiction. Therefore, the desired tl exists. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
We remark that an easy calculation shows that Tr(nt + of: + ’ ) = 0 for 
0 <k d p” r - 2, which gives an explicit x of the desired nature for small 
values of k. 
The independence asserted in the following is not needed for the proof 
of the theorem; however, we include it anyway. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose we have units gi= 1 + biro: (mod nzf ‘) with ci> 
P +-l andp 1 bi for all i and with the ci distinct modulo &p”) (i runs through 
some index set). Then these units are multiplicatively independent. 
Proof. Suppose ni q:’ = 1. By restricting to a subset of the i’s, we may 
assume the integers x, are all non-zero. Since ci > p”- ‘, 
ci= u7cn(10gp(rli)) = u7rn(10gp(?r’)) (mod &P”)). 
Therefore, the numbers log,(r]T) have distinct valuations and consequently 
cannot add to 0. Hence ni q: # 1. This proves the lemma. 
Combining Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, we obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION. There exists a set of independent units { nI, . . . . nr} 
(r = f #(p”) - 1) with ni = 1 (mod 7~“) but not (mod ?I”+~) such that 
(1) the integers ci are even and distinct module &p”) 
(2) the cj are not congruent to p”+’ - 1 (mod q5(p”)) 
(3) p”-‘<cjdM+n#(p”)-2. 
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These units will now be used to obtain the theorem. First, we prove a 
weaker result. 
LEMMA 4. There exists c,, such that if v] = 1 + bn; + .. . (p 16) is a unit 
with c 2 cO then v] is the pth power of a unit of a([,.). 
Proof: Suppose c0 does not exist. Choose a large c for which there is a 
corresponding unit v which is not a pth power. There exist units q2, . . . . ql 
(r = f d(p”) - 1) such that {iPn, ‘1, qz, . . . . q,} generates a subgroup E’ of the 
full group E of units of Q([,) of index prime to p. Let Rb and R, be 
the p-adic regulators obtained from E’ and E, respectively. Then 
R’, = [E : E’] R,. Since log,(q) = 0 (mod n;), and the same holds for the 
conjugates of q, the top row of the matrix for the regulator Rb is divisible 
by rcz. The denominators coming from the other rows can be bounded in 
terms of the field Q([,.) (in fact, in terms of the ramification index of p). 
Since c can be arbitrarily large, we find that RL, hence R,, is divisible by 
arbitrarily large powers of rcn. This contradicts the fact that R, # 0. This 
proves Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose we have units nl, . . . . nr (r= i #(p”)- l), where 
vi- 1 + bin; (mod rc;+‘), with p 1 bi and cj > p”- ’ for all i and with the ci 
distinct modulo b(p”). Let C = max{ci>. Suppose n = 1 + bn; + . . . (p 1 b) is 
a unit with c > C. Then r] is a pth power of a unit in Q(c,“). 
Prooj Suppose q is not a pth power and assume the c corresponding 
to q is maximal with respect to this property (this is possible by Lemma 4). 
Since, by Lemma 2, the numbers ci= v,Jlog,(qi)) till all even residue 
classes modulo $(p”), except for p” - ’ - 1, we have c = ci for some i, so 
c = ci + k&p”) for some k > 0. Hence there exists x E pkZ such that 
x log,(qi) = log,(q) (mod rc;+ ‘). 
Therefore v,n(log,(q,:“q)) > c. By the maximality of c, the unit q;“r] must 
be a pth power. Since p I x, it follows that q must also be a pth power. This 
proves Lemma 5. 
The theorem follows immediately from the proposition and Lemma 5. 
The following result, though probably not the best possible, does give 
some information on units congruent to integers other than 1. 
COROLLARY. If n is a unit of Q(5,) which is congruent to a rational 
integer modulo p2” ~ ‘z,“- I, where M is as in the Theorem, then n is a pth 
power. 
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Proqf Let 9 = a + bx:, + . with c 2 (2)~ - 1) &p”) + A4 - 1. Then 
1 = Norm(q) = &“(““’ (mod rr;,). 
Therefore ~(P~‘)p”~‘s 1 (mod p”‘im ‘?c” ‘). SO 
, !  
ul 
P-lEaPP- = 1 (mod JACK ’ ). 
Therefore qp ~ ’ is a pth power. The corollary follows. 
Remarks. In the case n = 1, the above says that a unit congruent to an 
integer modulo pn,M ~ ’ is a pth power, which is a weaker result than that 
obtained in [3]. However, a more careful analysis of the present proof 
yields the stronger result: Let e,k E Z,[Gal(Q,([,~)/Q,)] be the idempotent 
for the character wk. It is easy to see (even in the case n > 1, in which case 
e,k is the idempotent for the subgroup of order p - 1 in Gal(Q,([,,)/Q,)) 
that ~,~(a) = k (mod #(p”)) if and only if U,,,(U) = arr,(ecoku). In the proof of 
Lemma 1, we may replace M by e,kcI. The sum over 1 then reduces to 
simply the term for x = gPk. The denominator has valuation congruent to 
k modulo d(p), since it is fixed by e,,, 4. Therefore we can choose c( so that 
Unn(a) = &n(T(o k, L,(l, gk)), 
This suffices to make the numbers A, integral. Since u,~(T(w~~)) < p - 1 = 
u.Jp), the result of [3] mentioned at the beginning of the paper follows 
easily. 
In the case n > 1, several difficulties arise. It is possible to replace cx by 
e,kcr. We are then reduced to a sum over those x which restrict to mPk on 
Gal(Qp(<,n)/Qp). However, the denominator of the expression for a, is not 
necessarily fixed by e,r-, the problem being that the Galois group acts on 
the numbers x(j), so that ecuk does not commute with C x(j) aj. It is not 
clear that the valuation of the denominator (or the numerator) should be 
congruent to k modulo qS(p”). Therefore, it may be necessary to choose c( 
so that k = u,“(a) exceeds u,,(T(x) LP( 1, x-r)) by as much as #(p”) - 2. This 
is why the result for general n does not yield a sharp result when restricted 
to n= I. 
For regular p, Galovich [l] proved the stronger result that there exist 
units vi as in the proposition with ci < p” - 3 for all i. This corresponds to 
setting C= p” - 3 in Lemma 5. For regular p, class field theory implies that 
a unit congruent to 1 modulo rcfnP1 is a pth power, which would also be 
the conclusion of Lemma 5 for this value of C (since the exponents ci must 
be even) if we ignored the assumption that ci > p” ~ ‘. This result is a crucial 
step in Galovich’s proof and explains why his result for regular p is much 
stronger than the present result for arbitrary p. 
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